Interoperability of your healthcare IT systems improves patient care by showing care-givers a full view of the patient record. Interoperability cannot be achieved without having a robust EMPI solution to keep patient records consistent across systems.

Whether your EMPI needs involve the analysis of your current solution or a strategy for selecting the right vendor, implementation, or solution management, the Iatric Systems EMPI Services team can help you meet those needs. Our team can:

- Assess the performance of your current EMPI solution
- Help you build an effective strategy for EMPI implementation
- Create the RFP to help you find the best EMPI solution for your needs
- Review duplication problems
- Assist or develop a plan for remediation efforts

Iatric Systems can augment your internal EMPI team any time you don’t have the staff, the time, or the expertise to manage the work.
Make sure your EMPI strategy and operations work.

Having an EMPI system does not ensure 100% accuracy in patient matches. If you are connecting to an HIE, duplicate records can cause problems and skew data. It’s essential that you conduct an analysis and have a strategy for your EMPI. These Iatric Systems EMPI services can help:

**Assessment**
Iatric Systems conducts an assessment that will help you understand how your current EMPI is working:
- Evaluate current systems to spot gaps
- Identify compliance with EMPI clean-up/data governance
- Determine patient data integration needs (HIE or HIS hospital reduplication)
- Determine the duplication rate in current systems

**Strategy planning and vendor selection**
Iatric Systems helps you lay out the steps needed to implement an EMPI solution.
- Identify configuration requirements for specific EMPI solutions (examples: IBM® master data management (MDM), ARGO, or MirthMatch)
- Define EMPI requirements
- Outline how to manage ongoing EMPI maintenance (manually link records, remediation and adjudication methods, etc.)
- Create an RFP and evaluate responses

**EMPI implementation**
Iatric Systems fills your workforce gaps with an experienced team to implement and/or manage your EMPI.
- Map data
- Test interfaces (HL7 and IHE profiles)
- Clean up duplication
- Assist with data governance in documentation

**Key advantages of the Iatric Systems EMPI Services team:**
- Address your patient matching issues with a defined plan
- Identify patient data integration needs
- Understand your duplication rate in your system
- Identify the right resources to manage your EMPI process
- Send accurate data to the HIE
- Accurately map data to reduce patient redundancy in your system
- Tap into our more than 20 years of healthcare experience
- Rely on our extensive implementation, programming, and integration experience with EMPIs, including IBM® master data management (MDM) and Integration engines such as Cloverleaf and Mirth

For more information on EMPI Services or any other Iatric Systems products or services, please contact us using the information below.